The nonparametric test for change-point detection proposed by Gombay and Horváth is revisited and extended in the broader setting of empirical process theory. The resulting testing procedure for potentially multivariate observations is based on a sequential generalization of the functional multiplier central limit theorem and on modifications of Gombay and Horváth's seminal approach that appears to improve the finite-sample behavior of the tests. A large number of candidate test statistics based on processes indexed by lower-left orthants and half-spaces are considered and their performance is studied through extensive Monte Carlo experiments involving univariate, bivariate and trivariate data sets. Finally, practical recommendations are provided and the tests are illustrated on trivariate hydrological data.
Introduction
Let X 1 , . . . , X n be a sequence of independent d-dimensional random vectors for some fixed integer d ě 1. The aim of this work is to study, both theoretically and empirically, nonparametric tests for the detection of a change-point in the sequence X 1 , . . . , X n . The corresponding null hypothesis is H 0 : D P 0 such that X 1 , . . . , X n have law P 0 .
(1)
As frequently done, the behavior of the derived tests will be investigated under the alternative hypothesis of a single change-point:
H 1 : D distinct P 1 and P 2 , and k ‹ P t1, . . . , n´1u such that X 1 , . . . , X k ‹ have law P 1 and X k ‹`1, . . . , X n have law P 2 .
There exists an abundant literature on nonparametric tests for change-point detection. We shall not review here procedures designed for serially dependent observations. The approaches proposed for sequences of independent observations differ, on one hand, according to the test statistic, and on the other hand, according to the resampling technique used to compute an approximate p-value for the test statistic. In terms of the test statistic, two frequently encountered classes of approaches are those based on Ustatistics (see e.g. Csörgő and Horváth, 1988; Ferger, 1994; Gombay and Horváth, 2002; Horváth and Hušková, 2005) and those based on empirical c.d.f.s (see e.g. Gombay and Horváth, 1999; Horváth and Shao, 2007) . As far as the resampling technique is concerned, one finds approaches based on permutations of the original sequence (see e.g. Antoch and Hušková, 2001; Horváth and Hušková, 2005; Horváth and Shao, 2007) and approaches that use a weighted bootstrap based on multiplier central limit theorems (see e.g. Horváth, 1999, 2002) . For a broader presentation of the field of change-point analysis, we refer the reader to the monographs by Brodsky and Darkhovsky (1993) and Csörgő and Horváth (1997) .
In this paper, we revisit and extend the approach proposed by Gombay and Horváth (1999) based on the test statistic 
are the empirical c.d.f.s computed from X 1 , . . . , X k and X k`1 , . . . , X n , respectively (see also Csörgő and Horváth, 1997, Section 2.6) . From a theoretical perspective, we work in the framework of the theory of empirical processes as presented for instance in van der Vaart and Wellner (2000) and Kosorok (2008) . To obtain results that are valid for many different classes of functions (in the sense of empirical process theory -see Section 2.1), we first extend the multiplier central limit theorem (see e.g. Kosorok, 2008, Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10. 3) to the sequential setting. This allows us to obtain interesting generalizations of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of Gombay and Horváth (1999) . In particular, we propose a slightly different multiplier process that appears to lead to better behaved tests in the case of moderate sample size. From a more practical perspective, we consider a large number of candidate test statistics based on processes indexed by lower-left orthants and by half-spaces, and we study the finite-sample performance of the corresponding tests through extensive Monte Carlo experiments involving univariate, bivariate and trivariate data sets. As we shall see, in the multivariate case, the tests based on processes indexed by half-spaces appear to be substantially more powerful than more classical tests based on multivariate empirical c.d.f.s (i.e., based on processes indexed by lower-left orthants).
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we state the theoretical results at the root of the studied class of tests in the broad setting of empirical process theory. The third section is devoted to an application of the theorems of Section 2 to the derivation of nonparametric tests for change-point detection for two classes of functions which are the collection of indicator functions of lower-left orthants and the collection of indicator functions of half-spaces. The results of large-scale Monte-Carlo experiments comparing the finite-sample behavior of the tests are partially reported in the fourth section. The last section contains practical recommendations and presents an application of the studied tests to trivariate hydrological data. All the proofs are relegated to the appendices.
Note finally that the code of all the tests studied in this work will be documented and released as an R package whose tentative name is npcp.
2 Theoretical results for change-point detection
Notation and setting
All the random variables used in this work are defined with respect to the underlying probability space pΩ, G, Pq and the outer probability measure corresponding to P is denoted by P˚.
Let X 1 , . . . , X n be i.i.d. d-dimensional random vectors with law P , and let F be a class of measurable functions from R d to R. The empirical measure is defined to be P n " n´1 ř n i"1 δ X i , where δ x is the measure that assigns a mass of 1 at x and zero elsewhere. For f P F , P n f denotes the expectation of f under P n , and P f the expectation under P , i.e.,
The empirical process evaluated at f is then defined as G n f " ? npP n f´P f q.
Saying that F is P -Donsker means that the sequence of processes tG n f : f P F u converges weakly to a P -Brownian bridge tG P f : f P F u in the space ℓ 8 pF q of bounded functions from F to R equipped with the uniform metric in the sense of Definition 1.3.3 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000) . Following usual notational conventions, this weak convergence will simply be denoted by G n G P in ℓ 8 pF q. Furthermore, we say that F e : R d Ñ R is an envelope for F if F e is measurable and |f pxq| ď F e pxq for every f P F and x P R d .
The advantage of working in this general framework is that the forthcoming results remain valid for many P -Donsker classes F . By taking F to be the class of indicator functions of lower-left orthants in R d , i.e., F " ty Þ Ñ 1py ď xq : x P R d u with R " R Y t´8, 8u, one recovers the setting studied in Csörgő and Horváth (1997, Section 2.6) and based on empirical cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f.s). Although this is a natural choice for F , many other choices might be of interest in practice such as the class of indicator functions of closed balls, rectangles or half-spaces (see Romano, 1988 , for a related discussion regarding the choice of F ).
A multiplier central limit theorem for the sequential empirical process
The sequential empirical process is defined as
where λ n psq " tnsu{n and with the convention that P 0 f " 0 for all f P F .
According to Theorem 2.12.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000), F being P -Donsker is equivalent to Z n Z P in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF q, where Z P is a tight centered mean-zero Gaussian process with covariance function covtZ P ps, f q, Z P pt, gqu " ps^tqpP f g´P f P gq known as a P -Kiefer-Müller process.
Given i.i.d. random variables ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n with mean 0 and variance 1, satisfying ş 8 0 tPp|ξ 1 | ą xqu 1{2 dx ă 8, and independent of the random sample X 1 , . . . , X n , we define the following multiplier version of Z n :
Notice that the empirical process r Z n depends on the unknown map f Þ Ñ P f and therefore cannot be computed. With applications in mind, we define two versions of r Z n (depending on how f Þ Ñ P f is estimated) that can be fully computed. For any s P r0, 1s, f P F , let
whereξ tnsu " tnsu´1 ř tnsu i"1 ξ i andξ 0 " 0 by convention, and let
The following result is then a partial extension of the multiplier central limit theorem (see e.g. Kosorok, 2008, Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10.3) to the sequential setting. Theorem 1. Let F be a P -Donsker class with measurable envelope F e such that P F 2 e ă 8. Then, pZ n , r
P is an independent copy of Z P .
Theorem 1 suggests the following interpretation: when n is large, r Z n can be regarded as "almost" an independent copy of Z n , while p Z n and q Z n can be regarded as computable copies of r Z n . As we shall see, this interpretation is at the root of the resampling technique considered in Section 3.
Although each of p Z n and q Z n could be regarded as "almost" an independent copy of Z n , their behavior for moderate n might differ quite substantially. In Section 4, we empirically investigate which of p Z n or q Z n leads to tests for change-point detection with the best finite-sample properties.
Application to change-point detection
Recall that the null and alternative hypotheses under consideration are given in (1) and (2), respectively.
Let F be a class of measurable functions. In order to test the aforementioned hypotheses, we extend the approach studied in detail by Csörgő and Horváth (1997, Section 2.6) and compare, for all k P t1, . . . , n´1u,
Analogous to Csörgő and Horváth (1997, Section 2.6 ), we define the process
where λ n psq " tnsu{n and with the convention that P 0 f " 0 and P ‹ 0 f " 0 for all f P F . Notice that, under the null hypothesis, for any s P r0, 1s and f P F , we have D n ps, f q " t1´λ n psqu Z n ps, f q´λ n psqtZ n p1, f q´Z n ps, f qu " Z n ps, f q´λ n psqZ n p1, f q.
With resampling in mind, we define two multiplier versions of D n based on the multiplier versions of Z n defined in the previous subsection. For any s P r0, 1s and f P F , let q D n ps, f q " t1´λ n psqu q Z n ps, f q´λ n psqt q Z n p1, f q´q Z n ps, f qu " q Z n ps, f q´λ n psZ n p1, f q, and, following Gombay and Horváth (1999) , let
where
Notice that the process p Z ‹ n defined above is, up to a small error term vanishing as n Ñ 8, the version of the process ps, f q Þ Ñ p Z n p1´s, f q computed from the "reversed" sequence pξ n , X n q, pξ n´1 , X n´1 q, . . . , pξ 1 , X 1 q.
The following two results extend Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of Gombay and Horváth (1999) and suggest, for large n and under the null hypothesis, to interpret each of p D n and q D n as an "almost" independent copy of D n . Theorem 2. Assume that H 0 holds and that F is P 0 -Donsker with measurable envelope
is an independent copy of D P 0 .
As we continue, for any J : F Ñ R, sup f PF |Jf | will be denoted by }J} F . Also, for any sequence of maps Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , each from Ω to R, we say that the sequence Y n is bounded in outer probability if, for any ε ą 0, there exists M ą 0 such that sup nPN P˚p|Y n | ą Mq ă ε. Theorem 3. Assume that H 1 holds with k ‹ " tntu for some t P p0, 1q and that F is P 1 and P 2 -Donsker with measurable envelope F e such that P 1 F 2 e ă 8 and P 2 F 2 e ă 8. Then,
The previous result will be used in the next section to show that various tests for change-point detection based on D n will tend to reject H 0 under H 1 as n increases.
Tests for change-point detectionà la Gombay and Horváth
The aim of this section is to use the results of the previous section to derive tests for change-point detection in the spirit of those proposed by Gombay and Horváth (1999) . Among the many possible choices for F , we consider the following two:
(C1) the collection O of indicator functions of lower-left orthants in R d , where As we continue, in the case of choice (C1), for any s P r0, 1s and f x P O, D n ps, f x q, p D n ps, f x q and q D n ps, f x q will simply be denoted by D n ps, xq, p D n ps, xq and q D n ps, xq, respectively. Similarly, in the case of choice (C2), for any s P r0, 1s and f a,b P H, D n ps, f a,b q, p D n ps, f a,b q and q D n ps, f a,b q will be denoted by D n ps, a, bq, p D n ps, a, bq and q D n ps, a, bq, respectively.
In the framework under consideration, a change in the sequence X 1 , . . . , X n can occur at any point k P t1, . . . , n´1u. A test for change-point detection could therefore be obtained by first defining a test statistic for any possible change-point k P t1, . . . , n´1u, and then by combining the resulting n´1 statistics into a global statistic using some function from ψ : R n´1 Ñ R.
In the case of choice (C1), two natural possibilities for the n´1 change-point statistics are respectively
where F n pxq " P n f x , x P R d , is the empirical c.d.f. computed from X 1 , . . . , X n , and
Two natural choices for the function ψ are the maximum and the arithmetic mean which leads to the following four global statistics:
Note that T n,_ is the global statistic used in Gombay and Horváth (1999) .
In the case of choice (C2), for any k P t1, . . . , n´1u, we first define
where Sd " ta P S d : a 1 ą 0u and, for any a P Sd , F a,n is the (univariate) empirical c.d.f. computed from the projected sample a J X 1 , . . . , a J X n , and
As in the case of choice (C1), this leads to four global statistics depending on whether the change-point statistics are combined using the maximum or the arithmetic mean, i.e.,
tD n ps, a, bqu 2 dF a,n pbqdads,
|D n ps, a, bq| ds.
In our Monte Carlo experiments, the integral and the supremum over a P Sd in the definitions of U n,k and V n,k , respectively, were approximated numerically based on a uniform discretization of Sd into m points. The implementation of the tests based on U n,k and V n,k is discussed in more detail in Appendix B. Notice finally that the change-point statistics S n,k and U n,k (resp. T n,k and V n,k ) coincide when d " 1 since S1 " t1u.
Let us now explain how approximate p-values for these statistics can be computed using the multiplier processes p D n and q D n . For the sake of brevity, we present the approach and state the key results only for S n,_ as the cases of the other seven global statistics are similar.
Let N be a large integer and let ξ pjq i , i P t1, . . . , nu, j P t1, . . . , Nu, be i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and variance 1 satisfying
The following result is then essentially a corollary of Theorem 2.
n r0, 8q p2N`1q , where
is the weak limit of S n,_ , F 0 is the c.d.f. corresponding to P 0 , and S p1q _ , . . . , S pN q _ are independent copies of S _ .
The previous proposition suggests interpreting the p S pjq n,_ (resp. the q S pjq n,_ ) under the null hypothesis as N "almost" independent copies of S n,_ and thus computing an approximate p-value for S n,_ as
(6) Proposition 2. Assume that H 1 holds with k ‹ " tntu for some t P p0, 1q. Then, S n,_ PÑ 8 while, for any j P t1, . . . , Nu, p S pjq n,_ and q S pjq n,_ are bounded in outer probability.
A consequence of the previous proposition is that, under H 1 , the approximate p-values for S n,_ will tend to zero in outer probability. As mentioned earlier, results analogous to Propositions 1 and 2 can be obtained for S n,`, T n,_ , T n,`, U n,_ , U n,`, V n,_ and V n,`.
Monte Carlo experiments
Large-scale Monte Carlo experiments were carried out in order to study the finite-sample performance of the tests defined in the previous section. Let Q n be one of S n,_ , S n,`, T n,_ , T n,`, U n,_ , U n,`, V n,_ and V n,`. In the rest of the paper, the test based on Q n will be referred to as the test based on p Q n (resp. q Q n ) when its approximate p-value is computed using the multiplier processes p D pjq n (resp. q D pjq n ). To compare the power of the aforementioned tests, several univariate and multivariate scenarios were considered and 1000 samples of size n were generated under each scenario for n P t50, 100, 200u. Recall that the c.d.f. corresponding to P 0 in H 0 defined in (1) is denoted by F 0 . Similarly, the distinct c.d.f.s corresponding to P 1 and P 2 in H 1 defined in (2) will be denoted by F 1 and F 2 , respectively, as we continue. In all scenarios, the multipliers appearing in the p D pjq n and q D pjq n were taken from the standard normal distribution. All approximate p-values were computed from N " 1000 multiplier realizations and the tests were carried out at the 5% level of significance.
[ Table 1 about here.] From the previous section, it is easy to verify that, in the univariate case, the changepoint statistics U n,k (resp. V n,k ) coincide with the S n,k (resp. T n,k ) since S1 " t1u, and that the S n,k and the T n,k are solely based on ranks. From the latter fact, it follows that, under H 0 and the assumption of continuity of F 0 , independent realizations of each of the four global statistics based on the S n,k or the T n,k can be obtained by computing these global statistics from independent samples of size n generated from the standard uniform distribution. A natural way of computing an approximate p-value for each of the four global statistics then consists of proceeding analogously to (6) using N independent realizations. As we continue, the resulting four univariate tests will be referred to as the tests based on Sn ,_ , Sn ,`, Tn ,_ and Tn ,`. Table 1 gives rejection percentages of H 0 in dimension one for all the aforementioned versions of the tests when data are generated under H 0 . As can be seen, the tests whose approximate p-value is computed using the processes p D pjq n seem to be too liberal (at least for n P t50, 100u), and more liberal than their version computed from the q D pjq n . Nevertheless, as expected, the empirical levels of the multiplier tests improve as n increases in the sense that they become closer to the 5% nominal level. Note that the tests based on Sn ,_ , Sn ,`, Tn ,_ and Tn ,`p rovide a sort of benchmark as, by construction, they should hold their level well for any n provided N is taken sufficiently large.
[ Table 2 about here.]
Rejection percentages of H 0 in the univariate case when data are generated under H 1 are reported in Table 2 . Three scenarios are considered: F 1 and F 2 are the c.d.f.s of the Np0, 1q and the Np0.5, 1q distributions, respectively; F 1 and F 2 are the c.d.f.s of the Np0, 1q and the Np0, 2q distributions, respectively; and F 1 and F 2 are the c.d.f.s of the exponential Ep1q and Ep0.5q distributions, respectively. Notice that the parameter t taking its values in t0.1, 0.25, 0.5u determines the position of the change-point in H 1 as k ‹ " tntu. As one can see, the tests based on the processes p D pjq n are consistently slightly more powerful than those based on the q D pjq n , while the rejections rates of the latter are, overall, comparable to those of the tests based on simulation from the standard uniform distribution. This merely appears to be due to the fact that the tests based on the processes p D pjq n are slightly too liberal for the sample sizes under consideration. Notice that the differences in power decrease as n increases, as expected. Among the tests based on the q D pjq n , the one based on q S n,_ seems, overall, to be the best choice for detecting changes in mean, while the test based on q T n,`s eems, overall, to be the best choice for detecting changes in variance. The former seems also to be the best choice, overall, when data are generated under the third scenario involving exponential distributions. If one is willing to make continuity assumptions on the underlying distributions, the tests based on Sn ,_ and Tn ,`a re equivalently good candidates. Clearly, there exists more powerful test for change-point detection if it is assumed that only a change in mean or variance can occur (see e.g. Brodsky and Darkhovsky, 1993; Csörgő and Horváth, 1997) .
In dimension two and three, we considered multivariate distributions constructed from Sklar (1959) 
[ Table 3 about here.] Table 3 reports rejection percentages under H 0 when F 0 is a bivariate c.d.f. with Clayton or Gumbel-Hougaard copula and standard exponential or standard normal margins. The parameter of the copula is chosen so that the theoretical value of Kendall's tau is equal to τ P t0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75u. Note that τ " 0 corresponds to independence while τ " 0.5 entails moderate dependence between the two components. Note also that the parameter m used in to discretize uniformly S2 was set to 8 (see Appendix B for more details). The settings m " 6 and m " 10 were also considered but this did not seem to affect the results much. As the tests whose approximate p-value is computed using the processes p D pjq n appeared systematically too liberal for the sample sizes under consideration, we only report the results of the tests based on the q D pjq n in Table 3 . As can be seen, the latter tests seem to hold their level reasonably well except perhaps the tests based on q V n,_ and q V n,`w hich might be slightly too liberal for τ " 0.75 and the sample sizes under consideration. Similar results were obtained in dimension three.
[ Table 4 about here.] Estimated rejection rates when both distributions in H 1 have the same copula (Clayton or Gumbel-Hougaard) but differ in one margin are given in Table 4 . To be precise, the bivariate distributions F 1 and F 2 only differ in the first margin which is standard exponential for F 1 and exponential with rate 0.5 for F 2 , while the second margin of both F 1 and F 2 is standard exponential. As one can see, the tests based on half-spaces are substantially more powerful than the tests based on lower-left orthants. The test based on q U n,_ is the most powerful, overall, when τ " 0, while, when τ " 0.5, it is the test based on q V n,`t hat has, overall, the highest rejection rates.
[ Table 5 about here.] Table 5 reports rejection percentages when the change in distribution is only due to a change in the dependence structure: both F 1 and F 2 have standard exponential margins but the copula of F 1 is the Clayton (resp. Gumbel-Hougaard) copula with a Kendall's tau of 0.1, while that of F 2 is the Clayton (resp. Gumbel-Hougaard) copula with a Kendall's tau of τ P t0.3, 0.7u. As one can see from the overall low rejection percentages, this problem appears to be more difficult than the previous one. The tests have hardly any power for τ " 0.3. For τ " 0.7, the tests based on q V n,_ and q V n,`a re the most powerful, overall, although one should be cautious as they might be slightly too liberal in the case of strongly dependent data according to Table 3. The setting used to obtain Table 5 was finally extended to dimension three (results not reported). The conclusions are very similar to those obtained in dimension two with the difference that all the rejection rates are higher. Hence, as could have been expected, detecting a change in the dependence becomes easier as the dimension increases.
Practical recommendations and illustration
From the results of the Monte Carlo experiments partially reported in the previous section, the tests based on q S n,_ and q T n,`s eem good choices in the univariate case, while the test based on q V n,`s eems to be a good one in the multivariate case.
As an illustration, we applied the tests based on the processes q D pjq n to the trivariate hydrological data collected at the Ceppo Morelli dam, Italy, studied in Salvadori et al. (2011) . The data consist of annual maxima for 49 years (in the range 1937-1994) of three variables: L (dam reservoir water level in m), Q (peak flow in m 3 .s´1) and V (peak volume in 10 6 m 3 ). For a detailed description of the data, we refer the reader to Section 2 of Salvadori et al. (2011) .
[ Table 6 about here.]
We first tested for a change in the distribution of (L,Q,V). The approximate p-values of the eight tests based on the processes q D pjq n are given in the first line of Table 6 . Since there are both physical and statistical reasons to believe that L is independent of (Q,V) as explained in Salvadori et al. (2011) , as a second step, we tested for a change in the distribution of L and in the distribution of (Q,V) separately. The obtained approximate p-values are reported in the second and third lines of Table 6 . As can be seen from the results of the test based on q V n,`, there is strong evidence of a change in the distributions of (L,Q,V) and (Q,V). From the second line of Table 6 , we see that, on the contrary, there is no evidence of a change in the distribution of L. The latter finding is completely consistent with the fact that the variability of L is mainly due to the management policy of the reservoir which is constant over time. Indeed, as explained in Salvadori et al. (2011) , the target of the dam manager is to keep a high water level in order to maximize electricity production.
As classically done in the literature, under the hypothesis of a single break in a distribution, the change-point can be estimated by one of arg max 1ďkďn´1 q S n,k , arg max 1ďkďn´1 q T n,k , arg max 1ďkďn´1 q U n,k or arg max 1ďkďn´1 q V n,k depending on which test one wants to consider. For instance, the last estimator gives 31 for both pL, Q, V q and pQ, V q, which corresponds to a change after the year 1976.
Finally, let us mention that the approach based on multivariate empirical c.d.f.s considered in Csörgő and Horváth (1997, Section 2.6) and in Gombay and Horváth (1999) has been extended by Inoue (2001) to serially dependent observations, although the latter work is not aware of the former ones. A future research direction would be to study generalizations as such proposed in this work in the setting considered by Inoue (2001) .
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we first show a lemma. Lemma 1. Let F be a P -Donsker class of functions with measurable envelope F e such that P F 2 e ă 8. Then, sup sPr0,1s
Proof. For any s P r0, 1s and f P F , we have r Z n ps, f q´p Z n ps, f q "˜1 ? n
Note that Y k need not be measurable, but, by the assumption that sup f PF |f pxq| ď F e pxq for all x P R d , we have that
where P k F e`P F e is measurable. Thus, for each k, there exists a smallest random variable Yk ă 8 such that Y k pωq ď Yk pωq for every ω (see van der Vaart and Wellner, 2000, Lemma 1.2.1).
To prove the claim, it suffices to show that
where the variables are all measurable. Now, for any n ě 3, let a n " n´1 {2 plog log nq 1{2 . Then,
Since F is P -Donsker with measurable envelope function F e satisfying P F 2 e ă 8, we know from the law of the iterated logarithm for empirical processes (Dudley and Philipp, 1983; Kosorok, 2008 , page 31) that lim sup Yn {a n ă 8 almost surely, which implies that max 3ďkďn Yk {a k ď sup kě3 Yk {a k ă 8 almost surely. Similarly, from the law of the iterated logarithm for the mean of an i.i.d. sequence with expectation 0 and variance 1, we have max 3ďkďnξk {a k ď sup kě3ξk {a k ă 8 almost surely. The desired result finally follows from the fact that n´1 {2 log log n Ñ 0.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the weak convergence of the finite-dimensional marginal distributions of pZ n , r Z n q to those of pZ P , Z 1 P q is a more complicated version of the corresponding result for convergence of the rescaled random walk increments to Brownian motion. It is omitted here for the sake of brevity.
To obtain that pZ n , r Z n q pZ P , Z 1 P q in tℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF qu 2 , it remains to show that pZ n , r Z n q is asymptotically tight (see e.g. van der Vaart, 1998, Section 18.3), which holds if both Z n and r Z n converge weakly to tight random elements.
From Theorem 2.12.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000), we have that Z n Z P in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF q. Now, let
be a multiplier version of G n . The class F being P -Donsker, from the functional unconditional multiplier central limit theorem (see e.g. van der Vaart and Wellner, 2000; Kosorok, 2008) , we have that G 1 n G 1 P in ℓ 8 pF q, where G 1 P is an independent copy of the P -Brownian bridge G P , which implies that G 1 n is asymptotically tight. To show that r Z n Z 1 P , where Z 1 P is an independent copy of Z P , one can use the asymptotic tightness of G 1 n and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.12.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000) . Note that the proof can be further simplified if the process r Z n is symmetric in the sense of Chapter A.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000), which happens if ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n are symmetrically distributed around zero. In that case, Ottaviani's inequality can be replaced by Lévy's inequality (see e.g. van der Vaart and Wellner, 2000, Proposition A.1.2), which shortens the argument.
Hence, we have that pZ n , r Z n q pZ P , Z 1 P q in tℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF qu 2 . The fact that Z 1 P is independent of Z P comes via that the finite-dimensional distributions, which are multivariate normal, and the fact that Z n and r Z n are uncorrelated.
Next, notice that
? n
onverges in outer probability to zero because sup sPr0,1s |n´1 {2 ř tnsu i"1 ξ i | converges weakly to the supremum of the absolute value of Brownian motion and }P n f´P f } F PÑ 0.
From the continuous mapping theorem, we have that pZ n , r
The desired result finally follows from the previous remark and Lemma 1.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For any s P r0, 1s and f P F , let r D n ps, f q " t1´λ n psqu r Z n ps, f q´λ n psqt r Z n p1, f q´r Z n ps, f qu " r Z n ps, f q´λ n psq r Z n p1, f q.
Then, from Theorem 1, (3), the definitions of r D n and q D n , and the continuous mapping theorem, we obtain that´D 
t1´λ n psqu sup sPr0,1s
λ n psq sup sPr0,1s
where p Z ‹ n is defined in (5). The second supremum over s on the right of the previous inequality converges outer almost surely to zero according to Lemma 1. Furthermore, it can be verified that the last supremum over s (written for instance as a maximum over 1 ď tnsu ď n) is nothing else than the version of the second supremum computed from the "reversed" sequence pξ n , X n q, pξ n´1 , X n´1 q, . . . , pξ 1 , X 1 q. As the latter sequence and the original sequence have the same distribution, Lemma 1 implies that the last supremum converges in outer probability to zero.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we first prove a lemma.
Lemma 2. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be i.i.d. random variables with mean 0, variance 1 and satisfying
. . , X n be i.i.d. random variables with law P independent of ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n , and let F be a P -Donsker class with measurable envelope function F e such that P F e ă 8. Then, for every 0 ď t 1 ď t 2 ď 1 and every ε ą 0, there exists M ą 0 such that
Proof. Using the triangle inequality and the envelope F e , for any s P r0, 1s and f P F , we have
Let 0 ď t 1 ď t 2 ď 1. Since r Z n Z P in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF q, we have that sup sPrt 1 ,t 2 s } r Z n ps, f q} F is asymptotically tight. Let ε ą 0. Then, there exists M 1 ą 0 such that
It follows that, for n ě n ε ,
Since sup sPrt 1 ,t 2 s } r Z n ps, f q} F is bounded by an almost surely finite random variable for any n ă n ε , there exists ? n
We get the desired result with M " M 2`P F eˆM 3 .
Proof of Theorem 3 (i).
First, notice that, for any s P r0, 1s and any f P F ,
Let K n,t psq " }λ n psq t1´λ n psqu pP tnsu f´P
Furthermore, for any s P r0, 1s and f P F , λ n psq t1´λ n psqu`P tnsu f´P ‹ n´tnsu f˘" λ n psq`P tnsu f´P n f˘.
Hence, sup sPr0,ts
}λ n psqP n f´sttP 1 f`p1´tqP 2 f u} F .
(7) The first term on the right of the previous inequality is smaller than sup sPr0,ts
and therefore converges in outer probability to zero because sup sPr0,ts }Z n ps, f q} F converges in distribution. The second supremum on the right of (7) is smaller than sup sPr0,1s
|λ n psq´s|ˆ}P n f } F`} P n f´ttP 1 f`p1´tqP 2 f u} F and therefore converges in outer probability to zero because, F being P 1 and P 2 -Donsker, P n f converges in outer probability to tP 1 f`p1´tqP 2 f uniformly in f P F .
Similarly, sup sPpt,1s
We already know that the second supremum on the right converges to zero in outer probability. Using the fact that, for s P pt, 1s, λ n psqP tnsu " λ n ptqP tntu`t λ n psq´λ n ptquP ‹,tnsu tnsu´tntu , where P ‹,tnsu tnsu´tntu " ptnsu´tntuq´1 ř tnsu i"tntu`1 δ X i , the first supremum is smaller than
|λ n psq´s|ˆ}P 2 f } F and converges to zero in outer probability because ? n}λ n ptqtP tntu f´P 1 f u} F " }Z n pt, f q} F and ? n sup sPpt,1s }tλ n psq´λ n ptqutP ‹,tnsu
Proof of Theorem 3 (ii). Let us first show that sup sPr0,1s } p Z n ps, f q} F is bounded in outer probability. Since
it is sufficient to verify the claim for each of the suprema in the maximum. From the definition of p Z n , under H 1 , the first supremum converges weakly from the continuous mapping theorem and is therefore bounded in outer probability. For the second supremum, we write sup sPpt,1s
The quantity A n is clearly bounded in outer probability by Lemma 2 with t 1 " t 2 " t. For B n , we can write
where the two last terms on the right come from the fact that 0 ď n´tntu´tnp1´tqu ď 1. The first two terms on the right are bounded in outer probability by Lemma 2, and so is the third one because it converges almost surely to zero. It follows that B n is bounded in outer probability. Now, C n is bounded above by
Similarly, we have that D n ď I n . To show that C n and D n are bounded in outer probability, we will show that I n is bounded in probability.
Since n´1 ř n j"1 F e pX j q converges to tP 1 F e`p 1´tqP 2 F e ă 8 almost surely, we have that sup nPN n´1 ř n j"1 F e pX j q is an almost surely finite random variable. The fact that I n is bounded in probability then follows from the weak convergence of s Þ Ñ n´1 {2 ř tnsu i"1 ξ i to Brownian motion in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sq, which implies that sup sPr0,1s |n´1
Thus, A n , B n , C n , and D n are all bounded in outer probability, which implies that sup sPpt,1s } p Z n ps, f q} F is bounded in outer probability, and therefore that sup sPr0,1s } p Z n ps, f q} F is bounded in outer probability.
The analogous result for the process p Z ‹ n follows from the fact that sup sPr0,1s } p Z ‹ n ps, f q} F (written for instance as a maximum over 1 ď tnsu ď n) is nothing else than the version of sup sPr0,1s } p Z n ps, f q} F computed from the sequence pξ n , X n q, pξ n´1 , X n´1 q, . . . , pξ 1 , X 1 q which has the same distribution as the original sequence. The desired result is finally an immediate consequence of (4).
Proof of Theorem 3 (iii).
For any s P r0, ts and f P F , we can write
while, for any s P rt, 1s and f P F , we have
Now, let us show that
in tℓ 8 pr0, tsˆF qu 2 , where B 1 is Brownian motion and is independent of Z P 1 . Using the multivariate central limit theorem, it can be verified that we have weak convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. Joint asymptotic tightness follows from the weak convergence of s Þ Ñ n´1 {2 ř tnsu i"1 ξ i to B 1 in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sq, and the weak convergence of r Z n to Z P 1 in ℓ 8 pr0, tsˆF q. Since the two component processes on the left of (9) are uncorrelated, their weak limits are independent. Similarly, we have thaẗ
in tℓ 8 prt, 1sˆF qu 2 , where B 2 is Brownian motion independent of Z P 2 , and pZ P 2 , B 2 q is independent of pZ P 1 , B 1 q.
Combining the fact that P n f converges in outer probability to tP 1 f`p1´tqP 2 f uniformly in f P F with (9), we obtain from the continuous mapping theorem that, in ℓ 8 pr0, tsˆF q, q Z n converges weakly to ps, f q Þ Ñ W P 1 ps, f q " Z P 1 ps, f q´p1´tqpP 2 fṔ 1 f qB 1 psq. Using (10) similarly, it can be verified that, in ℓ 8 prt, 1sˆF q,
converges weakly to ps, f q Þ Ñ W P 2 ps, f q " Z P 2 ps´t, f q´tpP 2 f´P 1 f qB 1 ps´tq. By independence of first two terms in (8) with the last two terms, we then obtain that, in ℓ 8 prt, 1sˆF q, q Z n converges weakly to ps, f q Þ Ñ W P 1 pt, f q`W P 2 ps, f q, which implies that q Z n converges weakly in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆF q. The desired result finally follows from the fact that q D n ps, f q " q Z n ps, f q´λ n psZ n p1, f q and the continuous mapping theorem.
A.4 Proofs of Propositions 1 and 2
We state a lemma before giving the proofs of the propositions. The following result (the help of Johan Segers is gratefully acknowledged) will allow us to apply the continuous mapping theorem in the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 3. Let φ : AˆB Ñ R be defined by φpa, bq " ş R d adb. The map φ is continuous at each pa, bq P AˆB such that a is continuous on R d .
Proof. Let pa n , b n q be a sequence in AˆB such that sup xPR d |a n pxq´apxq| Ñ 0 and sup xPR d |b n pxq´bpxq| Ñ 0. It is sufficient to show that
For the first term on the right of this inequality, we havěˇˇˇż
For the second term, since sup xPR d |b n pxq´bpxq| Ñ 0, we have that b n pxq Ñ bpxq for every x P R d , which, by the Portmanteau lemma and the continuity of the function a implies that
Proof of Proposition 1. A consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that, under H 0 , F n converges almost surely to F 0 (the c.d.f. of P 0 ) uniformly in x P R d is that
. Using the map φ defined in Lemma 3, it is easy to see that S n,_ " sup sPr0,1s φrtD n ps,¨qu 2 , F n s, that p S pjq n,_ " sup sPr0,1s φrt p D pjq n ps,¨qu 2 , F n s and that q S pjq n,_ " sup sPr0,1s φrt q D pjq n ps,¨qu 2 , F n s, j P t1, . . . , Nu. Furthermore, the limiting process D P 0 is continuous almost surely. The result then follows from Lemma 3 and the continuous mapping theorem. 
Also, under H 1 , F n converges almost surely to 
by the law of large numbers, which implies that B n PÑ 0. It follows from (11) that
in ℓ 8 pr0, 1sq, from which, using the continuous mapping theorem, we obtain that
Since F 1 and F 2 are distinct and K t ps, xq " tF 1 pxq´F 2 pxqups^tqt1´ps _ tqu, we have that sup sPr0,1s ş R d tK t ps, xqu 2 dF t pxq ą 0, which implies that S n,_ PÑ`8 . Now, let j P t1, . . . , Nu. The claim for p S pjq n,_ follows from the inequality
and the fact that p T pjq n,_ is bounded in outer probability from Theorem 3. It remains finally to prove the claim for q S pjq n,_ . A consequence of Theorem 3 is that p q D pjq n , F n q converges weakly in tℓ 8 pr0, 1sˆR d qu 2 , which, combined with the fact that q S pjq n,_ " sup sPr0,1s φrt q D pjq n ps,¨qu 2 , F n s and Lemma 3, implies that q S pjq n,_ converges in distribution, and hence, that it is bounded in outer probability.
B Implementation of the tests based on U n,k and V n,k Let m ą 2 be an integer and let a 1 , . . . , a m be elements of Sd uniformly spaced over Sd . For k P t1, . . . , n´1u, the following numerical approximations are then considered:
Next, recall that, for any j P t1,
n . Proceeding as above, for any j P t1, . . . , Nu, the multiplier versions of U n,k and V n,k based on the process p D pjq n are computed respectively as
Similarly, for any j P t1, . . . , Nu, the multiplier versions of U n,k and V n,k based on the process q D pjq n are computed respectively as F 2 n t p S n,_ q S n,_ Sn ,_ p S n,`q S n,`Sn ,`p T n,_ q T n,_ Tn ,_ p T n,`q T n,`Tn ,Ǹ (0,1) N(0.5,1) 50 0.10 9.1 7.1 6.8 10. are either both standard normal (N) or both standard exponential (E), and whose copula is either the Clayton (Cl) or the Gumbel-Hougaard (GH) with a Kendall's tau of τ . The parameter m used to uniformly discretize S2 was set to 8 (see Appendix B for more details).
Cl GH F ris 0 n τ q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,`q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,Ǹ Table 4 : Percentage of rejection of H 0 computed from 1000 samples of size n generated under H 1 defined in (2), where k ‹ " tntu, F 1 and F 2 are bivariate c.d.f.s that only differ in their first margin which is standard exponential for F 1 and exponential with rate 0.5 for F 2 . The common copula C of F 1 and F 2 is either the Clayton (Cl) or the Gumbel-Hougaard (GH) with a Kendall's tau of τ . The second margin of both F 1 and F 2 is standard exponential. The parameter m used to uniformly discretize S2 was set to 8.
Cl GH n τ t q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,`q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,5 0 0.0 0.10 5.3 5.1 5.7 5.4
Table 5: Percentage of rejection of H 0 computed from 1000 samples of size n generated under H 1 defined in (2), where k ‹ " tntu, F 1 and F 2 are bivariate c.d.f.s with standard exponential margins and copula from the same family (Clayton (Cl) or Gumbel-Hougaard (GH)) but with different parameter values. The copula of F 1 has a Kendall's tau of 0.1, while that of F 2 has a Kendall's tau of τ . The parameter m used to uniformly discretize S2 was set to 8.
Cl GH n τ t q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,`q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q n for the trivariate hydrological data considered in Section 5. The trivariate (resp. bivariate) tests based on half-spaces were run with m " 32 (resp. m " 8). The approximate p-values were computed from N " 10, 000 multiplier realizations.
Variables q S n,_ q S n,`q T n,_ q T n,`q U n,_ q U n,`q V n,_ q V n,( L, 
